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About This Game

Fight on the front lines of the war between humanity and the hideous Blobs. (Not that anyone has actually seen a Blob up close,
but everyone knows they have tentacles. Surely they’re hideous!) Go on stealth missions, run alien blockades, and investigate

mysterious planets, "aided" by Lloyd, your insufferably obnoxious shipboard computer.

Choice of the Star Captain is the hilarious interactive science-fiction novel where your choices determine how the story
proceeds. The game is entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--but powered by the vast, unstoppable power of

your imagination.

For example, suppose Lloyd has just informed you that your ship will crash land on the jungle moon of Cygnus Delta in 93
seconds. What will you do?

A) Call upon your elite piloting skills to escape the moon’s gravity well.
B) Invite Lloyd to land the ship himself, if he’s so smart.

C) Make the prudent choice, and try landing on the moon’s surface instead of attempting a risky escape.
D) Spend the last 93 seconds of your life gleefully smashing Lloyd’s screen with a torque wrench.

Humanity needs you, Star Captain! Will you defeat the Blobs and come home as a war hero? Will you uncover the secret that
sparked the Blob invasion? Will you serve as ambassador and convince the Blobs to spare the human race? The choice is yours.
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Awesome side-scrolling shooter. Very cute/funny story. 15 levels will only take you about 1.5 hrs, but some replayability in
interesting challenge modes and going for high scores. Reminscient of Alien Hominid (but not as hard).. My 5 year old says "I
don't like it because the car is controlling itself, but I do like the game. I want thumbs across.". its something between idler,
clicker and classic asian grinder. definitely not AAA project but something you may like if you love to level things up :D. If you
want a game that's all about enemies that shoot through walls and won't die from a headshot. This is for you. Bought this game
as part of a build your own bundle from the humble store so I could get 90% off, so I guess I can't really complain much. It's
worth the 45 cents that was paid for it. Just don't buy it for any more than that.. Best game ive played in a while. Totally silly,
easy fun game. You can sit back & go whoop when you get a run of 7, 8, 9, 10, Jack & then Zombie Slap a bonus run. Great for
late nights when I'm half awake, having a drink, & resemble the Zombie Cute Blonde Rookie badge. :D. I bought this game because
of the fancy characters and graphics as well as the idea of "a different kind of football" .
I expected an alternative to madden. Unfortunately, I totally missed the fact that this is a turn-based videogame.

My recommendation is to read the desciption precisely and watch some gameplays before you decide to buy this game, just to make
sure that this is what you have been searching for.
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With a cool and nostalgic feeling soundtrack, and some nice animations, this is a good beat'em up for people who love the
genre.

But it also falls repetitive, uses lot's of bad and annoying pratices of beat 'em ups and get's kind of tiring by the end.

Ony recommend it to people who absolutely love the genre, and at a sale. There's a bug with window size that you'll most likely
have to fix yourself, but fortunetly there's a fix in the discussion forum for this game.. Totally ridiculous waste of time. Don't
even play it if it's free and you are bored out of your mind. Being bored is better!. Game is still in process by the looks of it now.
But looking forward to seeing what comes of this game. Guns look fun and shooting enemy in the head looks amazing. The
maps\/ overall area is huge. There is still a lot of work but hope it turns out great. I'm not sure why I got this again on Steam
when I was pretty meh on it on PS3. Never beat it before, and finally beat it on easy. The sheer fact that you're required to just
jam the fire button as fast as possible to have a chance to beat the levels within the time limit makes the game not fun. My entire
forearm is sore, and that was with taking breaks between levels. It's short, ridiculously hard, and it's hard to tell enemies from
powerups, and enemy spawns are sometimes hard to see as well. I'd avoid this one.. This game is a bit like a treasure hunt - you
have to follow the clues to advance.

They break the 4th wall making you the main character which is a very cool concept!
I like that they take you outside the game in your investigation, using google and you tube etc it's exactly how you would search
for answers in reality.

It is a short game but for a quid on sale it's an ace way to kill a few hours. I wouldn't call it a horror game but the hyper-realistic
style makes it a bit creepy. I really enjoyed it even though the ending was a bit 'meh'.

**I have seen some reviews warning against the game because your investigation leads you to download a file - they then
decided to stop playing. I had no problems with the file, it was completely clean and in keeping with the premise of how you
conduct the investigation so not dodgy at all. Just open it in your sandbox if you are cautious.**
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